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The Australian Government has
requested that the Commission examine childcare and early childhood education in Australia and recommend
options for improving current arrangements. The inquiry is to assist the Government’s commitment ‘to establishing
a sustainable future for a more flexible,
affordable and accessible child care
and early learning market that helps
underpin the national economy and
supports the community, especially
parents choices to participate in their
children’s growth, welfare, learning and
development.’
The Commission is seeking feedback
from a wide and representative range
of stakeholders. It is has commenced a
formal consultation process and is
inviting submissions form organisations
and individuals with an interest in childcare and early learning. Below is the
link if you would like to gain further
information regarding this topic.
http://www.pc.gov.au/__data/assets/
pdf_file/0016/130462/childcareissues.pdf
Parents Questions
We are frequently asked if microwaves
are permitted in the regulations to heat
baby bottles. Our answer is ‘yes’. It’s
okay to heat cow’s milk or formula in a
microwave. Note that we advise
against heating breast milk in a microwave as there are studies showing this
can destroy breast milk’s immunological properties.
The early childhood laws or regulations
do not prohibit the use of microwaves.
Services that choose to heat bottles in
a microwave need to demonstrate how
they ensure children cannot be burn or

scolded when drinking the heated
time. If you are unable to find this
milk.
folder please ask one of our helpful
Kidz Club have a policy and procedure staff.
that clearly outlines the steps we take
Music Program
to prevent this from happening and
Music is a stimulating activity for chilensure these steps are always foldren. Playing a variety of music during
lowed.
this curriculum theme exposes them
These steps may include:
to different instruments and musical

Taking off the teat/bottle top
styles. Older children can move along
and leaving it outside the micro- to the music through bobbing up and
wave
down or waving their arms. Simple

Adequately rotating and shak- musical instruments such as maracas
ing the bottle directly after mi- and tambourines also provide activities during the baby music time.
crowaving.

After the teat/bottle top is re- Kidz Club is introducing a Music Proplaced, inverting the bottle at gram with Cool 4 Kids. Tony holds his
least 10 times and let the bottle Bachelor in Teaching and is very
sit for 1-2 minutes before test- dynamic in his approach to his music.
He will conduct music lesions weekly
ing the temperature.

Checking the temperature of on alternative days. Everyone will get
the opportunity to participate. This
the formula/milk on the inside of
program will commence on week
the wrist before giving to the
starting the 17th February.
child.
This information is located above the
Single School Intake
microwave. Any further queries please
ask the staff within the rooms.
As you are most likely aware the
Changes in Policy
Department for Education and Child
Education and Care Services National
Development has introduced the
Regulations have changed some
same day policy which has begun
policies as from September 1, 2013. from January 2014. This means from
We have updated the following polithis year those children who have a
cies:
fifth birthday prior to 1 May are able to

Emergency Management and begin school on the first day to the
Evacuation Policy
Term. Children who have their birth
Immunisation and Disease Pre- day on or after this date will begin
vention Policy
school on the first day of Term 1 in

Incident, Injury, Trauma &
the following year.
This change has limited us in accomIllness Policy
modating families and allowing us the

Staffing Arrangements
ability to shortlist our waiting list. This
Policy

Record Keeping and Retention decision has compromised all Centre’s to cater for families requirePolicy
ments. We apologise for any inconAll our Policies are held in a clearly
marked folder which is situated in the venience that this may cause, but the
foyer. Please feel free to read at any situation is out of our control.
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BLOSSOMING BUTTERFLIES BABY ROOM
Welcome to another monthly newsletter from the Baby Room.
The new children have settled into their child care environment and have
formed bonds with the educators and have started reaching out for and enjoying the company of others. If you have any questions about your child's day
please speak to an educator.
The older children have enjoyed helping in the garden this month and reaping
the rewards with fresh strawberries and tomatoes to eat. The flowers have
also been growing and the children are learning how to smell the lovely scent.
Babies experience lots of new foods as their diets expand. These new foods
also work well as a theme for the baby education curriculum. The new foods
they try to make up part of this theme's activities. You can also use toy foods
with the babies to help them recognise new foods they haven't tried yet. Toy
food, cooking pans and real food along with stories and songs also add to the effect of this theme.
When to introduce solids
Showing interest in food and an increased appetite are signs that a baby is
ready to be introduced to solid foods. It is also important that the baby can sit
upright with limited support, and control the head and neck. Around six months
of age, most babies show signs that they are ready to try new foods.
We can not stress enough how important it is to label your child's items that
are brought to child care. Many children have the same type of bottle and
dummy and so that we can ensure that the correct child is given their belongings, label items at home or let us know if names are needed. Please bring a
drink bottle for children. Remember to keep all children well hydrated in the
hot weather.
Baby Room educators.

ROOMROOM
NEWS
TERRIFIC TURTLES TODDLER
Greetings from the Toddler Room,
We are well and truly into February and what a busy month full of special events it already has
been. During the month of February have been focusing on the Chinese New Year, the Italian
Carnevale and also the Winter Olympics. Children have enjoyed making masks for Italian
Carnevale and Chinese symbols which are associated with Chinese New Year. Look out for your
child's artwork which will be displayed around the room.
We will be focusing on all things Summer this month. We will be speaking to children about sun
safety and activities the children like to do in summer such as going to beach and playing outside.
We ask if families happen to go to the beach during this month to collect some shells to bring into
the centre so children can use them during natural resource play.
The commencement of the New Year has seen many children transition into the Kindy Room and
lots of children move into the Toddler Room from the Baby Room. We wish the children who have
moved into the Kindy Room all the best for their new and exciting chapter in their life and our new
toddler friends a smooth and happy transition into the Toddler Room.
We hope you have found the individual daily information books to be a more beneficial and detailed
way to read and record you child's overall daily routine and progress. The staff within the Toddler
Room work very hard to ensure all books are updated constantly throughout the day. Please ensure
that you bring in your child's book each day and place it in the basket.

There is a lot of toilet training happening in the Toddler Room at the moment, here are a few useful
tips:
Toilet training takes time. Try to keep a relaxed attitude. Toileting is not a reflection on your parenting. If you treat toileting as a matter of discipline and punish your child for accidents, you are starting a fight you can’t win. You will delay toilet training by making your child unhappy and anxious
about going to the toilet.
Keep using nappies until your child show signs that they are ready to start toilet training, including:



Age – your child needs to be between 18 months and three years before they are mature
enough to recognise the urge to use the toilet.
 Interest – your child expresses curiosity in watching others go to the toilet. Although this might
seem embarrassing at first, it’s actually helpful to the child if they can see parents or older siblings using the toilet.
 Dryness – their nappy stays dry for up to two hours, showing they are able to store urine in the
bladder. For example, their nappy may be dry when they wake up from their afternoon nap.
 Disliking nappies – they may tell you they hate wearing nappies, or else try to take them off
themselves, particularly after soiling them.
 Awareness – your child can tell you they’re pooing or weeing while they’re doing it, or can tell
you straight after. If they can tell you before it happens, they are definitely ready for toilet training.
If you have any questions about this process or your child’s interest in toileting please speak with
the friendly Toddler Room staff.
Kind Regards,
Toddler Room Staff.
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KEEN KITTENS KINDY ROOM
Welcome to another month of Kindy News!
We have had a lot of new children join the room and they are settling in very well.
The Kindy Room is a lot more structured than the Toddler Room and the children
are adjusting to this slowly. We have a few changes in the room this year, where
we have a literacy/numeracy corner where the children can engage in free writing
activities and various numeracy activities, such as patterning, sorting and working
with numbers. The children are enjoying this corner where they can explore their
skills at their own level and pace. This is an area where the children will always
achieve success in what they choose to do.
This year we are also focusing on a letter a week where the children will participate in various activities for that letter. Other literacy topics that we will be looking at are story telling, rhyming and early punctuation (later in the year). Numeracy topics that we will focus on throughout the year are colours, shapes, patterning and numbers. With numbers we will look at identifying, counting, sequencing and basic addition.
The show and share roster has changed with the new children moving up so please
check the roster on the inside of the door. With show and share we have a topic
for each week, this is to help the children and parents to work together for their
education. We relate the weekly topic to the calendar of events. One week each
month is free choice where the children can bring in something they choose. We
usually get the children to talk about the topic if they have not brought anything in
relating to it. We try to discourage the children having free choice every week as it
is not fair to the children that bring something in relating to the topic. The topics
are displayed on the program wall, the internet and the door leading into the
Kindy Room.
This month we will be looking at cultural celebrations, the children have enjoyed
looking at the Italian Carnevale and making masks, we have discussed Chinese
New Year and participated in various activities relating to this.
If your child has any particular interests or achievements please write it on the
Parent Input form on the back of the door or discuss it with a staff member in the
room so we can put these into our curriculum.
Thank you Kindy Room staff.
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